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The Origins
§Laboratory of Eugene PAPIRER and Henry BALARD (CNRS MULHOUSE)
§ Starting to use IGC in 1978
§ 120 Papers and conferences related to surfaces and IGC
§ Development and improvement of IGC methods
§ 1982: Method for the determination of the surface acid-base character

§Ph. D. (1994 – 1997) and Postdoctoral fellow (1998)
§ Using IGC to study the surface properties of metal oxides
§ 1997: Method for the assessment of the surface nanoroughness (1997)

§2000 Funding of IGC Lab à 2008 Adscientis
§ Together with E. PAPIRER, H. BALARD and J.B. DONNET
§ Some companies asked for IGC analytical services

Why funding a company active in IGC?
§No other technique is able to deliver so much physicochemical parameters:
§ ∆Ga, ∆Ha, ∆Sa
§ Surface energy, nanoroughness, acid-base character
§ Desorption isotherms, specific surface area, Adsorption Energy Distribution Function
§ HSP
§ Diffusion coefficients, Transition temperature
§ …

§The delivered parameters are directly related to the interaction ability of the material
§ Complementary to the other techniques
§ Microscopy
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§ Spectroscopy
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§ IGC

Job interview

IGC has a huge potential

Company’s initial goals and ideas
§Focused on the services
§ Democratise IGC
§ Increase the confidence in IGC
§ Increase the application fields of IGC

§Develop IGC’s productivity
§ Improve the accuracy of the measurements
§ Decrease the data processing time
§ Make IGC easier to perform

§Develop the knowledge bases
§ QSPR between surface properties and applications

IGC on flat surfaces

Developed in 2000

Ensures suitable chromatographic performances

§Possibilities of the device:
§ All kinds of IGC measurements (ID and FC)
§ Measurements on polymer films, adhesive films, metal plates, glass plates
§ Also tested for ILC measurements (surfactant adsorption isotherms in water on metal plates)

IGC on flat surfaces
SGEO = 28.8 cm2

IGC-FC characterization of a steel plate (10 x 10 cm)
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§ ~0.071 m2 (around 8 times the explored geometrical surface )
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§Measurement of very low specific surface area values
§Identical SBET values with Hexylamine and Hexanol
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§Hexylamine is more interactive than Hexanol
§ Higher CBET values
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§ Higher number of sites having strong adsorption energy
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Hydrophilic-Hydrophobic surfaces
The characterization of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic character is not obvious
Protocol:
§Water isotherm determination
§ Q0, SBET(H2O) and CBET
-> SBET(H2O) = hydrophilic specific surface area
§ Relative humidity values to reach a surface coverage of 1xQ0, 2xQ0 and 3xQ0

§Determine the adsorption isotherms of an hydrophobic probe at:
§
§
§
§

Dry condition (0% RH)
RH%(1) corresponding to 1 water monolayer (1xQ0)
RH %(2) corresponding to 2 water monolayers (2xQ0)
RH %(3) corresponding to 3 water monolayers (3xQ0)

Computation of the hydrophilic cluster radius
A model was developed with the following main ideas:
§Hydrophilic clusters are distributed on a hydrophobic surface
§The water adsorption (with increasing RH%) increase the size of the hydrophilic clusters
§ In return, this decreases the value of the remaining hydrophobic surfaces
§ The increasing rate of the size of the hydrophilic clusters is depending on their size
Increasing relative humidity (%RH)
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Hydrophilic-Hydrophobic surfaces [example]
Two Aerosil-type silica samples synthetized using different flame temperatures
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§Decrease of the measured SBET(hydrophobic) value with increasing water coverage
§The flame temperature influences the distribution of the OH group onto the surface as
well as the hydrophilicity
§ Measured radius of the OH clusters: 1.2 < r < 9.4 nm

Soft or hard surface?
§ With numerous experiments we always notice that the relative behaviour of octane’s
isomers are depending on if the surface of the investigated materials are hard or soft
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§ Use the relative behaviour of the isomers in order to better describe the surface

Example: Silica grafting
§Octyltriethoxysilane grafting on SiO2 (Ultrasil 7000 GR), SBET≈175 m2/g
§Comparison of the gsd value evolution according to the grafting ratio
§ Significant decrease of gsd

Measurements @ 110 °C
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Example: API ageing
§The initial point indicates that
some surface mobility exist
§At -20°C: few evolution
§ 1 month stable
§ 6 months->hard surface

§At 40°C/75%RH
§ 1 month->hard surface

§At 60°C
§ 1 month->hard surface
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Storage duration
1 month
6 month

Measurements @ 25°C

Clean Surface + So! domain clusters

Storage conditions
-20°C
RT
40°C + 75%RH
60°C

γds ~38.0 mJ/m2

Initial state (t0)
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§At room temperature

<--Rel. nanoroughness / Rel. compatibility -->

§Ageing 1 and 6 months under different storage conditions

γds ~44 - 46 mJ/m2
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With storage time the surface mobility decreases (becomes more crystalline)
Storage temperature accelerates this transition
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NeuronIC
Modular Analytical Solution dedicated to IGC Measurements
Instrument, Robot, Detectors, Specific devices, Softwares

Driving Ideas:
§Configure high quality IGC instruments according your needs
§Merge the high performance of the Analytical GC devices with our IGC knowledges
§Convert our know-how into Smart Software
§Enhance productivity
Development of an electronic operator:

Nucleus: the electronic operator
§Operator’s tedious job
§ Perform the injections
§ Judge when the peak ends (return to the base line) before the next injection
§ Wait…
How long time ? You do not know in advance. It is what you want measure!!

Nucleus do it for you thanks to a peak-detection function

§Manages simultaneously and independently the measurements on two samples
§
§
§
§

Drives the GC and the PAL Robot (injections)
Surveys live the signal on both analytical channels
Detects the end of the peaks
Perform the next injection

Nucleus
Video detection de fin de pic

Summary
Focus on some unique achievements
§IGC on flat surfaces (metal plates, glass plates, films…)
§ Specific surface area of plate shaped samples

§IGC hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces
§ How to characterize the size of the surface hydrophilic domains

§Surface mobility detection
§ Is your surface hard (crystalline) or soft (mobile and amorphous)

§Nucleus: the electronic IGC operator
§ Smart peak-end detection

Thank you for your attention and participation!

